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eShopaid is a web based integrated solution that delivers 
the breadth and depth of functionality demanded by 
retailers, without the need to build, manage and maintain 
multiple applications and interfaces.

Single Integrated Application : A single application
to cover everything from the POS terminals, store and 
warehouse systems, and all the functions that you would 
expect to find at corporate office offers a great advantage. 
No worries about data synchronization.

Real time 360 degree data availability : With data of the 
entire organization being stored on a single database as 
the transactions are created, complete visibility is offered 
to all stake holders – Senior management, Corporate office 
teams, Store associates, Warehouse team and the customer.  

Flexible options on Opex & Capex : Retail chains can focus 
on their business as they start up, without worrying about 
IT infrastructure, with eshopaid offered on a SaaS/Opex 
model. Large enterprises can host in on their existing 
infrastructure on a license model. 

Implementation : Quick to implement over remote tools - A 
900+ store retail chain operating two store brands adopted 
eShopaid cloud POS, replacing two client server 
applications, which was implemented in 7 months time.

Owned/Franchisee Network with clusters : Whether you 
operate a network of company owned stores with multiple 
warehouses or you operate a network of stores with master 
and sub-franchisees with multiple clusters (one franchisee 
owning more than a store), all entities in the network can 
use eShopaid for their POS functions, with provision to 
transact between entities within the network. 

ERP Integration : With a custom built integration tool, its 
already integrated with SAP B1, SAP ECC 6.0, Epicor, 
Microsoft Ax, Navision, Oracle Financial for some of our 
customers. Other than having built-in loyalty and pre-paid 
card management features, its has been integrated with 
many third party software solutions.

Omnichannel commerce : With retailers having multiple 
touch points (Ecom store, Mobile, Social Media, Marketplaces 

other than the physical store) with consumers, the eShopaid 
application can connect with them to offer a unified 
in-store experience. 

Handheld terminals: Retailers can save time on store/ 
warehouse activities by using handheld terminals to handle 
high volumes quickly with the least manpower. Functions 
that can be managed in the handheld are - Purchase 
orders, Purchase Receipts, Stock Transfers, Physical 
inventory, Stock checks etc.

Mobile POS : Using the mobile camera as a scanner, Mobile 
POS allows the sales associates to access all the features of 
the regular POS on a mobile phone or tablet (Android/iOS). 
The solution enables the entire order management, billing 
process where the sales person has the flexibility to fire the 
print to the nearest till or the fixed till.

Promotions Engine : Define your own promotion template 
with multiple criteria (using attributes of Product, 
Customer, Store, Time, Tender), multiple benefits, priority 
etc. Manage multiple tenants (in case of franchisee 
clusters), Setup optional offers etc.

Discount Management Portal : Setup rules/budgets for 
offering benefits to your employees for purchases at your 
chain of stores. You could apply special discounts/offers to 
employees of other organizations or specific groups of 
your customers too.

Incentive Management : Incentivize your sales team based 
on product-wise sales quantity/value, category-wise 
quantity/value, based on slabs or other complex rules that 
you can think of - with the module powered by a rule 
engine.

Mobile Apps : Smart Boss app lets you have visibility of 
your business on your mobile phone. Consumer app lets 
consumers place orders, view order details, view customer 
history etc letting them be connected to the brand.

KEY MODULES 
Sales/Service Order Management . Mobile POS . Gift 
Voucher/Prepaid Card Management . Configurable 
Promotions Engine . Advanced Warehouse Management . 
Order and Purchase Management . Customer Relations 
Management . Physical Inventory Module . Accounts 
Payables/Receivables . Email/SMS scheduler . Web reports 
access on multiple devices . Business Intelligence . ERP 
Integrations . Financial Accounting . Payment Wallet 
Integration . CRM/Giftcard Integration . Mall Management 
Software Integration Module . Stock Reservation Module . 
Franchisee Operations Module.
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Whoisin gives you complete visibility of your human 
resources across multiple stores / locations, 
enabling better management and control, with
a lot of value added features. Other attendance 
tracking systems focus only on tracking the entry 
and exit of employees, while WhoIsIn additionally 
and uniquely tracks the presence of the employee 
too.

Salient features:
» Random alert
» Roaming profile
» Low staff alert
» Leave management
» Employee self service
» Opex /Capex models
» Attendance summary over SMS/emails
» Mobile GPS based attendance
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The current POS partner Wondersoft 
had offered a html5 based Store POS 

with a robust mobility solution too. The 
User interface is consistent and simple 

across the PC and the mobile device, 
making it very convenient for all the 

store users. It has been rolled out in 15+ 
stores in India and we are planning to 

further roll out to other stores. This will 
run in tandem with the POS on the 

desktop which is already rolled out in 
700+ locations. They are also working 

on accepting UPI based payments at the 
stores, which will take off very fast with 

consumers in India in future and this 
solution fits very well in this emerging 

equation.

Mr. Vishal Kapil,
IT Director, Adidas Group

For any Business to run efficiently the 
systems has to be strong and for systems 

to be strong we need to have a good 
software to run the systems efficiently 
and that  is what Wondersoft is doing 

for our Retail operations to run 
smoothly.

Mr. Sunil Sanklecha,
CEO, Nuts N Spices

...We had evaluated 2-3 products,
we found that from a cost perspective, 
functionality perspective and ease of 
operations eShopaid was really top 

class, and we decided to go with it. All in 
all if you are looking for a good scalable, 
robust POS, this helps both the frontline 
staff with ease of operations and helps 

back office operations and backend 
teams at head office with an 

understanding point of view... 

Mr. Charath Narasimhan,
CEO, Indian Terrain

Wondersoft is a market leader in business management applications for 
retail and distribution. With over 13,000 customers in the last 22 years, 
the company has provided comprehensive solutions to organizations of 
all sizes in these sectors.


